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“Solivagant” is my self-published zine, or EP if you 
will, previewing my first collection of poetry “Book 

of Mars.”
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Dead leaves hang like dead skin
Lifeless and crippled

Bodies swaying in the wind
Skin so brittle.

Once vibrant green leaves
Smothered by a rusty color
Bodies weakened by disease
Distorted out of structure.

Clinging to those who’re doing fine
Circumstance far from parallel.

Forced to gawk on with broken spine
Floating in a cell.
This is purgatory; 

The place between life and death.
Awake in the world but

Undead and dull as death.
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outside is 
dreary
storm clouds 
and drizzle
there is no 
rainbow
there’ll be
no Skittles.
my face bears 
no smiles
just wrinkles

but i have all eternity
to solve rubiks cube
thats the good news;
i guess.

i sit by the 
window
as my senses 

dwindle.
nothing is 

simple
life is a 

riddle
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completely wired
high with desire
junkie.
skin perspires
removed attire
eager, hungry.
so close
breath in ear
hand on rear
forceful gropes
lust grows
must adhere
shifting gears
curling toes.
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Every morning I wake up
I see my reflection
Chubby and ugly
I see imperfection.
I need affection
I have to be pretty
if I don’t look like “this”
they won’t bother with me.
So I get dolled
and caked up
smothered in make up
just to have some boy tell me
I’m someone he’d fuck.
I need to be easy on the eyes
to compete with the girls
and impress the guys.
To them I’m a prize
my emotions their game.
I’m nothing but a pretty face
a number and a name.
But sure, I’ll play along
pretending to be okay.
Pretending  not to see
Their judging eyes in the hallway.
It’s just another day
It’s hard but I’ll pull through,
but why couldn’t my reflection
be beautiful too?6 7



There must be something in the water
Passed down to the Mediterranean’s daughters.

My Amphitrite, my goddess of sea,
Who swam through my veins like a cocaine.

Goddesses only exist in the heart and in myths.
I learned that once again.

It’s proved more difficult than I’d imagined
Trying to stay sane.

You got under my skin like a tattoo
You spread quickly as a rumour.

Mysterious and magnificent
And malignant as a tumour.

I was taught that goddesses only exist
In the heart and in myths

Well, she must be Amphitrite’s descendant.
Unbridled perfection
A beautiful remnant

blessed with olive skin and auburn eyes
a mind as bright as the sun.

When was I ensnared by her smile?
I couldn’t begin to surmise.

It happened in an instant like a flash of light
a burning deep within me like a shooting star or a crashing flight.

Like Icarus before his demise.
It felt as natural as soil between toes

The first time our souls met.
She took my breath away with every word she spoke, and when she held

me close to her
Like a corset.

Even the small things, she did with divinity,
She spoke like a waltz

Enhancing my affinity.
This goddess among women, this rose amongst the weeds, you are

effortlessly without fault.
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I’ve always longed her
from the shadows, at a distance.

I’ve tried to make her notice
but I’ve never made a difference.

[her
]
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lost in the electricity.
swept up in the current

trying to navigate.
it’s a sad state

When the only way to relate
or to find a date

is through a keyboard.
we have all this technology

and talk all the time
but we’re constantly bored

and struggle to communicate.

i smh
if this is 
our fate.
soon it’ll 

be l8
to teach a 
face and a 

book
how to 

cooperate.
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There’s so many places I want to take 
you

Kiss me again
Let me show you

I want to know every hue of you
But you’re nothing more than an 

afterthought.

Kiss me again
Steal the air from my lungs,
Tell me again that you love me.
I want us to be closer than close
I want to hold you closer than clothes.
I want to wake up with your name on my lips,
Thoughts of you synonymous with my future.
Your face, forever etched into my dreams
And those beautiful brown eyes.
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[afterthought]
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All roads lead to you,
birds sing your name. Your voice

chimes in my ear like a church bell, you’re the
dawn that lights my

every day.
Follow me, come with me, be by my side

go where you thought life would neverbring you.
How about it? You and I,

into a world of infinte unknowns
Jump with me.
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variables are complicated 

the question is simple

where are we going?

uncertainty is the 

safest bet
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Being my  friend’s “black friend”
Used to be pretty cool

But it’s a little bit concerning
Once you think it through.

“You’re not even black” they say.
They say with subtle relief,

They find my people deplorable
But accept my friendship with lief.

But you’re not racist you tell me:
“I have a friend that’s black.”

But when I’m not around
Does it change the way you act?
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A voice spoke to me:
“Marcus, my child,
many horrors I see.
religion vs. religion,
breeding animosity.

Landfills, tainted lakes,
executed trees.

The creatures I gave to you, subjects of cruelty,
Sexism. Racism. Homelessness. Poverty.”

Then silence, the voice sighed heavily,
“I gave you words to speak in harmony.

but look at all the harm
you’ve done to me.”
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You might as well take my heart when you exit
I’ll have no use for the thing when you’re gone
I blinked and I was no longer with you
Your scent no longer filled the room
But it’s okay I tell myself
In a heap of self loathing
In a pit of despair
In the wake of a hurricane
All hope lay in tatters
Mangled and bloody on the floor
Whisper to me sweetly
With your last savory breaths
Give me silence
Soak me in darkness
Fade into nothing
As the wind rustles between the trees

Nebyu Tadesse: February 10, 1994-July 4, 2013
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you make the world stand still
as if time were just 

a construct

as if love were not a river but 
a tree

strange how time
can abstract forever

hope is a fragile seed
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 I still have to hold my breath just to 
get out your name,

I choke up a little when I hear it.
Some people toss it around

as if the letters weren’t taboo.
Dropping it calmly as a bomb

while memories pass me by like 
earthquakes.
Sometimes

I’ll miss you for no reason at all.
Like a drunk

a thought of you stumbles to my attention
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rambling about the nights we spent 
together, 
in love, 

in each other’s company.
It makes me feel weak to think of you,

to miss you,
to want you back after all the scars we’ve 

exchanged and time that’s passed.
It makes me feel weak 

to remember some tiny detail of a 
conversation 

we had
when your words were like breath to me.

Your name strikes my eardrum like
a shot,

like vodka spilling down my throat.
Like a rock crashing through the surface 

of a lake,
I am a victim of gravity.

I hate that just the thought of you
makes acute sadness
shoot through me.

It echoes
it ripples,

but the waves never reach you.
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